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ABOUT AMRITA VISHWA VIDYAPEETHAM 
 
Amrita Vishwa Vidyapeetham is a multi-campus, multi-disciplinary research academia 
accredited with 'A++' grade by NAAC and is ranked as one of the best research Institutions in the 
country. Amrita Vishwa Vidyapeetham has been ranked 7th best among all universities in the 
country, in 2023 National Institutional Ranking Framework (NIRF) rankings, released by 
MHRD, Govt. of India.  Amrita is spread across Nine campuses in five states of India – Andhra 
Pradesh, Delhi NCR, Karnataka, Kerala and Tamil Nadu with the headquarters in Tamil Nadu 
at Ettimadai, Coimbatore. Amrita Vishwa Vidyapeetham continuously collaborates with top US 
Universities including Ivy league Universities and top European Universities for regular student 
exchange programs and has emerged as one of the fastest growing Institutions of higher learning 
in India. The Institution is managed by the Mata Amritanandamayi Math. 

CAMPUSES 

 
Amritapuri Campus – Besides the Backwaters – Situated in the serene village of Vallikavu, our 
campus exudes a sense of warmth and tranquillity, creating the perfect environment for 
intellectual growth and personal development. Our educational institution encompasses six 
prestigious schools and more than 20 research centres, catering to students passionate about 
various disciplines such as arts, business, humanities, natural sciences, and social sciences. 
With a sprawling 80-acre expanse of land, our campus provides ample space for learning, 
exploration, and recreation. The million square feet of built-up area includes state-of-the-art 
academic blocks, comfortable student hostels, and a range of modern amenities to enhance 
the overall campus experience. 

Amaravati Campus – Amaravati campus boasts a sprawling 100-acre campus adorned with 
green lawns and thriving trees. Conveniently connected by road, rail, and air, it is easily 
accessible from the IT and business hubs of Andhra Pradesh and Telangana. Equipped with 
modern laboratories, design tools, and software packages, our departments prepare graduates 
with a solution-oriented mindset and strong ethical standards. Our vision is to produce quality 
engineers dedicated to serving society and the nation. Amrita Vishwa Vidyapeetham, Amaravati 
Campus offers diverse programs including Integrated M. Sc. Physics, M. Sc. Physics, M. Sc. Data 
Science, and MBA. These programs are specifically designed to provide students with a 



comprehensive education that equips them with necessary skills and knowledge to excel in their 
prospective careers. 

Bengaluru Campus – Explore from Technology hub 
Nestled in the heart of Bengaluru, a thriving center for research, education, and technological 
advancement, stands a dynamic institution at the forefront of the tech city. The 50 acres’ 
campus, featuring green laws and the burgeoning trees, is well connected by road, rail and air. 
The campus offers MBA, B. Tech. programs in five disciplines and M. Tech. programs in six 
disciplines. The school seeks to prepare graduates with a solution-mindset and with a high 
degree of ethical standards. Departments are equipped with modern laboratories, design tools 
and software packages. vision to produce quality engineers with an attitude of service, for the 
benefit of the society and nation. 

Chennai Campus - Between the Streams – Chennai, the capital city of Tamil Nadu, effortlessly 
combines the charm of tradition with the vibrancy of modernity. It serves as a captivating fusion 
of rich heritage, artistic expression, technological advancements, industrial growth, educational 
prowess, and overall development, establishing itself as one of India’s foremost metropolitan 
cities. 

The School of Engineering, Chennai is about 40 KMs away from Chennai, 90 KMs away from 
Tirupati and a stone’s throw away from the Periyapalayathamman Temple, on the State Highway 
SH50A, a village named Vengal has become the place where the future of the country is being 
moulded. 

Coimbatore Campus - The beginnings of Amrita Vishwa Vidyapeetham can be traced to 1994 
when a School of Engineering was started in an obscure village named Ettimadai, at the foothills 
of Bouluvanpatty ranges of the Western Ghats in the Coimbatore district of Tamil Nadu. 
At that time there were 120 students and 13 faculty members. Today, Amrita Vishwa 
Vidyapeetham has five campuses in three different states of India. There is a student population 
of over 12,000 and faculty strength of nearly 1500. Over 120 UG, PG and doctoral programs are 
offered. 

When Amrita became a “deemed to be University” in January 2003, it was the youngest group of 
institutions to be conferred this status. As Amrita’s first campus, Coimbatore is home to the 
administrative headquarters of Amrita Vishwa Vidyapeetham. 

Faridabad Campus – A land that has witnessed the historical prominence of ultra-modern 
facilities in India. A place where science, technology, and research merge to embrace good 
health across a 130-acre sprawling health city campus. India’s largest multi-specialty hospital 
and home to Amrita University’s 8th campus, Amrita Vishwa Vidyapeetham Delhi NCR health 
science campus will offer undergraduate and postgraduate programs in Medicine, Nursing, 
Public Health, Hospital Administration and Allied Health sciences. 

These extend beyond teaching and learning to include research, which is at the forefront of 
innovation and discovery. This multidisciplinary institution will impart knowledge to a vibrant 
community of more than 20,000 students with 800+ Ph.D. faculty and over 250 programs. The 



medical college with a built-up area of 5.2 lakh square feet with a completely dedicated 
research block looks forward to the advancements and innovations of every student. 

Kochi Campus - The expansive and serene Brahmasthanam Temple Complex at Edappally, 
Kochi, by the NH-17 is home to Amrita Vishwa Vidyapeetham, Kochi, which is candidly achieving 
fame and glory. The University founded by the well-known humanitarian, Sadguru Sri Mata 
Amritanandamayi Devi, offers academic education rooted in Indian cultural history. Amrita 
Vishwa Vidyapeetham is a multi-campus, multi-disciplinary research university that is rated as 
one of the top research universities in India and is certified by NAAC with a “A++” rating. 
There are three primary schools on the site, which the UGC and Ministry of Human 
Resource Development of India have authorized. 
1. School of Arts, Humanities & Commerce 
2. School of Physical Sciences 
3. School of Computing 
The Kochi campus of Amrita Vishwa Vidyapeetham houses schools of Business, Medicine, 
Dentistry, Nursing, Pharmacy, Nano Sciences, and Allied Health Sciences in proximity. 

Mysuru Campus – Amrita Vishwa Vidyapeetham, Mysuru is one of the five campuses of Amrita 
Vishwa Vidyapeetham established under Section 3 of the UGC Act 1956. This multi campus is 
accredited by NAAC with ‘A’ Grade. 

Amrita Vishwa Vidyapeetham, Mysuru Campus located in a peaceful environment, away from 
the hustle & bustle of city, yet well connected by road, provides an ambience for learning, 
combining state-of-the-art facilities with a serene ashram and temple atmosphere. It provides 
an ideal environment that fulfils the aspirations of the young and meets the exacting demands 
of the future employers. Most importantly, AMRITA is guided by AMMA-Her Holiness Mata 
Amritanandamayi Devi and is managed by Mata Amritanandamayi Math, a service oriented 
world-wide spiritual organization. 

Nagercoil Campus: Amrita Institutions, Nagercoil was established to provide quality education 
on par with international standards. Amrita Institutions, Nagercoil is run by Mata 
Amritanandamayi Math, a well-known charitable trust recognized by UNESCO. Satguru Mata 
Amritanandamayi Devi (Amma), one of the foremost humanitarian leaders in the world today, is 
the founder of Amrita Institutions, Nagercoil. AMMA is our guiding beacon behind providing 
holistic education for the next generation of young brilliant minds in India. Under Amma’s 
guidance, we at Amrita Institutions, Nagercoil believe in “Education for Life.” 

Amrita Institution, Nagercoil has a sprawling green campus of more than 100 acres of landscape 
with well-furnished infrastructure with High-end computing facilities, Wi-Fi enabled campus, 
central library individualized department buildings with advanced laboratories, Video 
Surveillance System, water purifiers for each block, hostels for both boys and girls, extensive 
playgrounds and a Gymnasium.  



Amrita Entrance Examination – Life Sciences, Medical 
Sciences, Agriculture – 2024 
Amrita Entrance Examination – Life Sciences, Agriculture & Medical Sciences (AEEL) 2024 
will be conducted ONLY in Computer Based Test (CBT) mode in various centres at selected 
cities.  AEEL is conducted for the students passing out +2 examination with Physics, Chemistry 
and Biology as core subjects for admission to various programmes offered by Amrita Vishwa 
Vidyapeetham. Candidates desiring to join the programmes with Physics, Chemistry, Biology as 
the eligibility are required to attend this examination to secure admission to the respective 
programme. AEEL 2024 will be conducted across 60+ cities across the country. The subjects are 
Physics, Chemistry, Biology, English. The duration of the exam is 2 hours. Total Questions: 80. 
AEEL 2024 will be conducted in the Computer Based Text mode only. Candidates are required to 
appear at the centre allotted to them as per the date and time chosen by the candidates, for 
attending the test. Visit the website https://amrita.edu/aeel regularly for latest updates. 

AEEL 2024 Registration 
Details on various programmes and the link to apply: https://amrita.edu/aeel 
The candidates are advised to have their personal and valid email ID and mobile No. The 
candidates are advised to retain the registered mobile number and email-id they have submitted 
in the application form till all the admission procedures are completed as all important updates 
will be informed to the candidates through SMS / e-mail or both. 
Candidates are required to complete the following sections to complete and register for AEEL 
2024 successfully. Refer next section for more details on application form data. You can fill all 
the details initially and complete the payment at a later stage also. However, the application is 
deemed to be completed only if the payment is successful.  

REGISTRATION FEES 
Registration fees for AEEL 2024 is INR 550/-.   

The application fee shall be paid online either by UPI / credit / debit card / net banking. If the 
examination fee is paid through credit / debit card, the candidates may have to bear the 
additional processing charges of the concerned bank. Please note that fee submitted through 
any other mode like money order, demand draft, IPO etc. is not accepted for online applications. 

Application fee once paid will not be refunded (full or partial) under any circumstances. 

Post your payment queries in “Query” section in the Amrita Online Application Portal (AOAP) 
to get a faster response. 
Details to be filled are: 
a) Personal Profile (Name, Address & Contact details, upload Photograph, Signature) 
b) Application Details (Available courses to be selected) 
c) Payment (Cost of application)  
d) Academic Profile* (Marks of the qualifying examination & year, Last attended school, etc.,) 

NOTE: * It is not mandatory to fill the academic profile at the time of filling the application. 

https://amrita.edu/aeel


COMPLETING THE APPLICATION ONLINE  

The name of the candidate and his/her parents’ name in the application form must exactly be 
the same as registered in Class 10th Certificate. Prefix/title such as Mr./Shri/Fr/Dr/Mrs./Smt./Col 
etc., must not be used. 

Candidates shall correct / modify some of the particular(s) of the application data, prior to the 
commencement of Seat Allotment. The dates for such correction will be announced in advance. 

The names of the cities where AEEL will be conducted is listed in the application portal. This will 
be visible after the successful payment of registration fees. Choose the city listed in the 
application portal after completing the payment, to attend AEEL 2024. A candidate appearing 
for AEEL 2024 shall submit three preferences from the list of cities in Appendix – I. 

Request for change will not be accepted through phone/ fax / e-mail etc. 

The candidates are advised not to send hard copy of the online application to the University. 
However, the candidates are advised to retain the hard copy of the application, i.e., 
acknowledgement page or application downloadable in PDF for future reference or 
correspondence, if any. Candidate(s) may check the status of their application online through 
the portal, in our website: https://amrita.edu/aeel 

COMPUTER BASED TEST (CBT) 
The AEEL 2024 will be conducted in CBT mode where a candidate has to answer the questions 
based on the answers suggested as options.  

DURATION OF THE CBT 
Duration No. of Questions 

120 Minutes (2 Hours) 80 Questions 

TEST DATES (TENTATIVE) 
Amrita Vishwa Vidyapeetham is planning to conduct the AEEL 2024 as follows:   

Date of Examination (Tentative) Slots per day Timing 
May 18, 19 3 TBD 

 (slot bookings will be opened in advance before the date of examination) 

Important Note:  

These dates are tentative.  

The number of days of AEEL 2024 may change depending on the strength of the candidates.   

Dates may get deferred – based on the government notifications, if any. 

In case there is any other major examination scheduled on these dates and / or due to which 
majority of the candidates are unable to appear for AEEL 2024. 

Because of any other reason  

Candidates appearing for AEEL will have only one chance to appear for the examination. 



University holds the right to defer the mode / dates /slots of the examinations as per the 
situation, whatsoever, prevailing at that time. 

Candidates are advised to visit our website regularly for the latest updates. 

TEST CITIES 
Examination will be conducted in a centre in the cities listed in the portal, provided there are 
sufficient candidates. The preferences submitted by the candidate are only indicative and a 
guide to the University for deciding the number of cities & centres. A candidate will be allotted 
one out of the three preferred cities, preferably the first preferred city. If exam cannot be 
conducted at the first preference of a candidate, he / she will be allotted to second / third 
preference as applicable. University will put all efforts to conduct examination at all the cities 
listed in the appendix. If any city in the list is cancelled due to very less registrations, the 
candidates who have opted for that city will be allotted another city nearest to their preference 
and the same will be informed to the candidates by email. 

REQUESTS FOR CHANGE OF TEST CITY 
Requests for change of cities is not entertained after the application submission. The decision 
of the Admission Committee will be final in case of any such requests raised in this regard. 

SYLLABUS, PATTERN AND EVALUATION 
• The questions are based on the syllabus in Class 11th & Class 12th .   

• The syllabus & pattern of AEEL 2024 is available in the website https://amrita.edu/aeel. 

• All the questions are of Multiple-Choice type and will have four options as possible answers. 

• Candidates can choose the most appropriate answer for each question in the Computer 
Based Test (CBT) mode. Answers marked can be changed later, before the final submission of 
all the answers. 

• 3 (Three) marks are awarded for each correct answer and -1(negative one) for each wrong 
answer. 

NUMBER OF QUESTIONS AND MARK DISTRIBUTION 
Subject No. of Questions Marks (3) 

Physics 25   75 
Chemistry 25 75 
Biology   25   75 
English   05   15 

TOTAL 80 240 

Use of electronic devices like mobile phones, calculators etc. are NOT PERMITTED for Amrita 
Entrance Examinations 2024. Materials like log table, book, notebook, etc. should NOT be 
brought into the examination hall for CBT. 

SLOT BOOKING FOR AEEL2024 
 

https://amrita.edu/aeel


Candidates registered for AEEL 2024 shall select “DATE AND TIME SLOT” of their choice, 
SUBJECT TO AVAILABILITY, by visiting the University website prior to the last date. This process 
is called “SLOT BOOKING.”  Test Centre, Number of days and Number of operating slots in a day 
will be finalised based on the number of candidates for a particular city. The allotment of date / 
slot will be on first come first serve basis. If a candidate does not exercise his / her option, he/she 
shall be assigned a date/slot as per the availability of the same. Tentative dates for slot booking 
is 16th and 17th of May. To book AEEL 2024 date and slot, registered candidates need to click the 
slot booking link published in the webpage https://amrita.edu/aeel and follow the instructions 
given below: 

a) Login using their Application Number and Date-of-Birth. In case of any difficulty logging in, 
open a ticket in the online query management in the application portal or call the number 
published in the same page. 

b) After logging in, the candidates can select the test date and test slot based on the 
availability. To choose the date, click on the available date and click continue button. In the 
next screen, candidates will be prompted to select test slot based on its availability status. 

c) Since other candidates are also simultaneously using the same slot booking portal, 
sometimes the status presented may change by the time the candidate finishes his/her 
selection and the slot chosen by the candidate may not be available. In such case, the 
candidate will be prompted to choose another date and slot. To change the test date, click 
on “Change Test Date” button. Candidates are advised to check selection of Test. Centre, 
Date and Time before confirmation. Click “Confirm Slot” button to confirm booking. 

d) A slot once booked cannot be changed under any circumstances. Requests for change of 
test centers also will not be entertained. The address of the examination centre for a 
candidate will be mentioned in the Admit Card, which can be downloaded. 

ADMIT CARD DOWNLOAD 
 
Admit Card is issued provisionally to the candidate to attend the Entrance Examination. Admit 
Card to write the examination is generated only to those eligible candidates who have submitted 
their application form complete in all respects. 

Admit cards to attend the respective Amrita Entrance Examinations 2024 shall be downloaded 
from the website by logging into the registered account using the registered Email ID / 
Application Number and Date of Birth. Intimation in this regard will be sent by SMS and email. 

1. Admit Card will not be sent by post. Visit https://amrita.edu/aeel to see the link to download 
the Admit Card. The Admit Card will contain details like the Name and Registration Number 
of the candidate, Date of Exam, Address of the Exam Centre allotted etc. 

2. After downloading the admit card, ensure that the data is printed as per the application form 
submitted by you. In case of any discrepancy, open a ticket in the online query management 
system for a faster resolution. 

http://www.amrita.edu/admissions


3. Admit Card is an important document and must be kept safe till the completion of admission 
procedure. 

Note: Request from a candidate for change of city allotted to him/her will NOT be entertained 
under any circumstances for CBT. Candidate will not be permitted to appear for the CBT 
entrance examination without a valid Admit Card. In the examination hall, candidate should 
produce his/her Admit Card when demanded by the invigilator. 

CBT GUIDELINES 

A sample/mock test is available on our website for practice purpose and to give the candidate 
an awareness of the Computer Based Test (CBT). The computer labs for CBT will be opened one 
hour before the commencement of the test on the respective dates. The candidates should take 
their seats in the examination hall at least 15 minutes prior to the commencement of the 
examination. If the candidates do not report on time, they are likely to miss some of the general 
instructions to be announced in the examination hall. A computer workstation indicating the 
registration number is allocated to each candidate. Candidates should find out and occupy only 
the allotted seat. Any candidate found to have changed room or the seat on his/her own other 
than allotted, his/her candidature shall be cancelled, and no plea would be accepted for it. The 
candidate must show, on demand, the Admit Card for admission in the examination room/hall. 
The test will start exactly at the time mentioned in the Admit Card. During the examination time, 
the invigilator will check Admit Card of the candidate to satisfy himself/herself about the identity 
of each candidate. 

CODE OF CONDUCT 
The candidates are governed by all Rules and Regulations of the University regarding their 
conduct in the Examination Hall. All cases of unfair means will be dealt with as per University 
rules. Candidates shall maintain perfect silence and attend to their question paper only. Any 
conversation or gesture or disturbance in the Examination Room / Hall shall be deemed as 
misbehaviour. 
If a candidate is found using unfair means or impersonating, his/her candidature shall be 
cancelled, and he/she will be liable to be debarred for taking examination either permanently or 
for a specified period according to the nature of offence. The decision of the Admission 
Committee is final and is binding on the candidate. 

AEEL 2024 RESULTS 
Result will be released for all the candidates who have appeared in Amrita Entrance 
Examinations 2024 provided the candidate has not indulged in any sort of malpractice and /or 
against the rules and regulations of the examination as laid by the University. Candidates will be 
able to access their result by entering the login details in our admission portal. Results will be 
published tentatively within 10 days after the test. 



Programmes under AEEL 2024 
 

 

Amritapuri (AMR) | Coimbatore (CBE) | Faridabad (FBD) | Kochi (KOH)   

Admission to following programmes will be either through AEEL 2024 OR on the basis of the 
marks scored in the +2. Candidates can choose the mode of admission while submitting the 
application online. 

• B.Sc. Biotechnology, Microbiology offered at Amrita School of Biotechnology, Amritapuri 
• B.Pharm offered by School of Pharmacy, Kochi. This is ONLY for those who complete their +2 

with PCM as core subjects. It is mandatory for the PCB students to attend the AEEL 2024 to 
secure admission to B.Pharm programme. 

• Admission to B.Sc. (Honours) Food Science and Nutrition offered at Coimbatore campus is 
based on the +2 marks.  

 

Eligibility & Criteria 

Life Sciences, Agriculture and Medical Sciences 
Programmes (Admission through AEEL) 

Educational Qualification:  
A pass in 10 + 2 (Class XII) or its equivalent examination from a recognized board with 
Physics, Chemistry and Biology as core subjects and with minimum marks specified 
hereunder. 

Courses Duration of the 
Course Campus(s) Eligibility Criteria 

B.Sc. (Honours) 
Food Science and 
Nutrition  

B.Sc.– 3 Yrs. 
B.Sc. Honours 
– 4 Yrs. 

Coimbatore 

A pass in +2 / HSC or equivalent with 
minimum aggregate of 50% marks in 
Physics, Chemistry and Mathematics / 
Biology   

B.Sc. (Honours) 
Agricultural 
Sciences   

4 Years Coimbatore 

A pass in 10 + 2 (Class XII) or its 
equivalent examination with minimum 
60% aggregate of marks in Biology, 
Physics and Chemistry and with not 
less than 55% in each of Physics, 
Chemistry and Biology.  

B.Sc. 
Biotechnology   3 Years Amritapuri 

A pass in higher secondary 
examination or its equivalent is 
mandatory with 60% marks in Physics, 
Chemistry and Biology/Biotechnology 
taken together 

B.Sc.  
Microbiology 3 Years Amritapuri A pass in higher secondary 

examination or its equivalent is 



 

Allied Health Sciences 

Bachelor in Audiology & 
Speech Language 
Pathology (B.ASLP) 

3 Years + 
10 
Months 
Internship 

Kochi 

Pass in Plus Two with 60% Aggregate 
Marks in Physics, Chemistry and any 
one of the subject Biology / 
Mathematics / Computer Science / 
Statistics / Electronics / Psychology 

B.Sc. Anaesthesia 
Technology (AT) 

3 + 1 Year 
Internship 

Faridabad, 
Kochi 

Pass in Plus Two with 60% Aggregate 
Marks in Physics, Chemistry, Biology 
& English. 

B.Sc. Cardiac Perfusion 
Technology (CPT) 

3 + 1 Year 
Internship 

Faridabad, 
Kochi 

Pass in Plus Two with 60% Aggregate 
Marks in Physics, Chemistry, Biology 
& English. 

B.Sc. Cardio Vascular 
Technology (CVT) 

3 + 1 Year 
Internship 

Faridabad, 
Kochi 

Pass in Plus Two with 60% Aggregate 
Marks in Physics, Chemistry, Biology 
& English. 

B.Sc. Diabetes Sciences 
(DBS) 

3 + 1 Year 
Internship Kochi 

Pass in Plus Two with 60% Aggregate 
Marks in Physics, Chemistry, Biology 
& English. 

B.Sc. Dialysis Therapy 
(DT) 

3 + 1 Year 
Internship 

Faridabad, 
Kochi 

Pass in Plus Two with 60% Aggregate 
Marks in Physics, Chemistry, Biology 
& English. 

mandatory with 60% marks in Physics, 
Chemistry and Biology/Biotechnology 
taken together 

B.Pharm  4 Years Kochi 

A Pass in Plus Two with 50% marks in 
Physics, Chemistry, Biology. In place 
of Biology or Maths are also eligible. 
 
Admission will also be considered 
based on +2 marks with PCM stream. 

Pharm D 6 Years Kochi 

 A Pass in Plus two with 50% in Physics 
and Chemistry as compulsory 
subjects along with Mathematics or 
Biology. Any other qualification 
approved by Pharmacy Council of 
India as equivalent to any of the above 
examinations. 
 
Admission will also be considered 
based on +2 marks with PCM stream. 

B.Sc. Nursing 4 Years Faridabad, 
Kochi 

Must have passed 12th in the first 
attempt and with a minimum of 60% in 
English and 60% in Physics, Chemistry 
and Biology taken together from any 
State Higher Secondary Board or 
equivalent 



B.Sc. Echocardiography 
Technology(ECT) 

3 + 1 Year 
Internship 

Faridabad, 
Kochi 

Pass in Plus Two with 60% Aggregate 
Marks in Physics, Chemistry, Biology 
& English. 

B.Sc. Emergency Medical 
Technology (EMT) 

3 + 1 Year 
Internship 

Faridabad, 
Kochi 

Pass in Plus Two with 60% Aggregate 
Marks in Physics, Chemistry, Biology 
& English. 

B.Sc. Intensive Care 
Technology (ICT) 

3 + 1 Year 
Internship 

Faridabad, 
Kochi 

Pass in Plus Two with 60% Aggregate 
Marks in Physics, Chemistry, Biology 
& English. 

B.Sc. Medical Laboratory 
Technology (MLT) 

4 Years Faridabad, 
Kochi 

Pass in Plus Two with 60% Aggregate 
Marks in Physics, Chemistry, Biology 
& English. 

B.Sc. Medical Radiology & 
Imaging Technology  4 Years Kochi 

Pass in Plus Two with 60% Aggregate 
marks in Physics, Chemistry, Biology, 
English & 60% Marks separately in 
Mathematics 

B. Sc. Medical Radiologic 
Technology 4 Years Faridabad 

Pass in Plus Two with 60% Aggregate 
marks in Physics, Chemistry, Biology, 
English & 60% Marks separately in 
Mathematics 

B.Sc. Neuro Electro 
Physiology (NEP) 

3 + 1 Year 
Internship 

Faridabad, 
Kochi 

Pass in Plus Two with 60% Aggregate 
Marks in Physics, Chemistry, Biology 
& English. 

B.Sc. Operation Theatre 
Technology (OTT) 

3 + 1 Year 
Internship 

Faridabad, 
Kochi 

Pass in Plus Two with 60% Aggregate 
Marks in Physics, Chemistry, Biology 
& English. 

Bachelor of Optometry 
(OPT) 

3 + 1 Year 
Internship  Kochi 

Pass in Plus Two with 60% Aggregate 
Marks in Physics, Chemistry, Biology 
& English. 

B.Sc. Optometry (OPT) 3 + 1 Year 
Internship Faridabad 

Pass in Plus Two with 60% Aggregate 
Marks in Physics, Chemistry, Biology 
& English. 

Bachelor of Physician 
Associate (PAT) 

3 + 1 Year 
Internship Kochi 

Pass in Plus Two with 60% Aggregate 
Marks in Physics, Chemistry, Biology 
& English. 

B.Sc. Physician Assistant 
(PAT) 

3 + 1 Year 
Internship Faridabad  

Pass in Plus Two with 60% Aggregate 
Marks in Physics, Chemistry, Biology 
& English. 

B.Sc. Radiotherapy 
Technology (B.Sc. RT) 4 Years Faridabad, 

Kochi 

Pass in Plus Two with 60% Aggregate 
marks in Physics, Chemistry, Biology, 
English & 60% Marks separately in 
Mathematics. 

B.Sc. Respiratory Therapy 
(RPT) 

3 + 1 Year 
Internship 

Faridabad, 
Kochi 

Pass in Plus Two with 60% Aggregate 
Marks in Physics, Chemistry, Biology 
& English. 

B.Sc. Nutrition (B.Sc. 
DBS)  Faridabad Pass in +2 / HSC or equivalent with 

minimum aggregate of 50% marks in 



Physics,  Chemistry and Mathematics 
/ Biology   

B.Sc. Blood Bank 
Technology (B.Sc. BBT)  

  

FEE STRUCTURE 
Refer our website: https://amrita.edu/aeel  

WITHDRAWAL / CANCELLATION OF ADMISSION – 
POLICIES & RULES 
Procedures and rules on the withdrawal from the admission process is published prior to the 
counselling process. Candidates are requested to visit website https://amrita.edu/aeel for all 
the admission updates. 

REFUND POLICY 
1. Refund will be made as per the norms of University Grants Commission (UGC)/respective 

Statutory Council. 

2. Refund will be made only after submission of fee receipt, Provisional Seat Allotment Order 
[received by email] & no dues certificate. The refund will be made through account transfer 

to the account number mentioned in the withdrawal request. Hence, the correct bank 
account details may be provided in the withdrawal request. 

3. Refund will be affected only after the final allotment.
 

SETTLEMENT OF DISPUTES 
In case of any disputes in the interpretation of any of the conditions included in this handbook 
or in any other matter related to admissions covered by the Rules and Regulations contained 
herein, decision of the Director of Admissions & Academic Outreach, Amrita Vishwa 
Vidyapeetham will be final and binding on the candidate. 

JURISDICTION 
Courts situated in Coimbatore District, Tamil Nadu only will have jurisdiction over disputes, if 
any, arising on the matter of application and/or admission to the courses covered in these Rules 
and Regulations. 
Note: University reserves the right to change the admission related matters. 

CORRESPONDENCE RELATED TO ADMISSIONS 
Directorate of Admissions,  
Amrita Vishwa Vidyapeetham, Amritanagar (PO), Ettimadai, Coimbatore – 641112, Tamilnadu.  
Phone: 044 - 46276066 [Toll Free]  

 

https://amrita.edu/aeel
http://www.amrita.edu/admissions


Email : aeel@amrita.edu  

CONSTITUENT SCHOOLS & CONTACTS 
School of Agriculture, Arasampalayam Campus, Coimbatore, Tamil Nadu. 

J. P. Nagar, Arasampalayam, Myleripalayam (via.), Coimbatore – 642 109, Tamil Nadu, 
Phone – 0422 2619300. 

School of Allied Sciences, Kochi Healthcare Campus, Kerala. 
Manager, Admission Office, Nalanda Building- 2nd Floor, 
AIMS Ponekkara P.O, Kochi- 682041, 0484-2858383, 0484-2858349 

School of Allied Sciences, Delhi NCR Campus, Haryana. 
Contact: Admission Coordinator, Ph. 85955 23200. 

School of Biotechnology, Amritapuri Campus, Kollam, Kerala. 
Amritapuri Campus, PIN – 690 525. 0476-2803127, +91-9207709090 

School of Nursing, Kochi Healthcare Campus, Kerala. 
Amrita College of Nursing, Amrita Institute of Medical Sciences 
Kochi-682041, 0484 2858200, 0484 2858202  

School of Nursing, Faridabad Campus, Kerala. 
Amrita School of Nursing, Amrita Hospital, Sector 88, Faridabad, Haryana, PIN: 121002 
Mobile: 9289654099. 

School of Pharmacy, Kochi Healthcare Campus, Kerala. 
AIMS Health Sciences Campus, 
AIMS Ponekkara P. O., Kochi, Kerala – 682 041, India 
Phone: 0091 (0) 484 285 7900, 285 7903, 285 7904. 

mailto:aeel@amrita.edu


APPENDIX 1 
Amrita Entrance Examination – Life Sciences, Agriculture & Medical 

Sciences (AEEL ) – Test Cities List – 2024 

SL No. State District 
1 KERALA ALAPPUZHA 
2 KERALA ERNAKULAM 
3 KERALA KANNUR 
4 KERALA KASARAGOD 
5 KERALA KOLLAM 
6 KERALA KOTTAYAM 
7 KERALA KOZHIKODE 
8 KERALA MALAPPURAM 
9 KERALA PALAKKAD 

10 KERALA PATHANAMTHITTA 
11 KERALA THIRUVANANTHAPURAM 
12 KERALA THRISSUR 
13 TAMILNADU CHENNAI 
14 TAMILNADU COIMBATORE 
15 TAMILNADU CUDDALORE 
16 TAMILNADU DINDIGUL 
17 TAMILNADU ERODE 
18 TAMILNADU HOSUR 
19 TAMILNADU KARUR 
20 TAMILNADU MADURAI 
21 TAMILNADU NAGERCOIL 
22 TAMILNADU NAMAKKAL 
23 TAMILNADU OOTY 
24 TAMILNADU PONDICHERRY 
25 TAMILNADU SALEM 
26 TAMILNADU THANJAVUR 
27 TAMILNADU THENI 
28 TAMILNADU THIRUVALLUR 
29 TAMILNADU TIRUCHIRAPPALLI 
30 TAMILNADU TIRUNELVELI 
31 TAMILNADU TIRUPPUR 
32 TAMILNADU THOOTHUKKUDI 
33 TAMILNADU VELLORE 



34 TAMILNADU VIRUDHUNAGAR 
35 KARNATAKA BENGALURU 
36 ANDHRA PRADESH ANANTAPUR 
37 ANDHRA PRADESH EAST GODAVARI 
38 ANDHRA PRADESH GUNTUR 
39 ANDHRA PRADESH KRISHNA 
40 ANDHRA PRADESH NELLORE 
41 ANDHRA PRADESH TIRUPATI 
42 ANDHRA PRADESH VISAKHAPATANAM 
43 TELANGANA HYDERABAD 
44 TELANGANA RANGAREDDI 
45 MAHARASHTRA PUNE 
46 DELHI DELHI 
47 BIHAR PATNA 
48 CHHATTISGARH RAIPUR 
49 GUJARAT AHMEDABAD 
50 HARYANA FARIDABAD 
51 HARYANA GURUGRAM 
52 JHARKHAND RANCHI 
53 MADHYA PRADESH INDORE 
54 RAJASTHAN KOTA 
55 UTTAR PRADESH LUCKNOW 
56 WEST BENGAL KOLKATA 
57 ANDAMAN AND NICOBAR ISLANDS NICOBAR 

 


